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INTRODUCTION 

 

Without forcing the memory, she let the images related to 

the intention of the heart arrive, just observes how answers 

are given alone,  she never responds herself intentionally, 

only stay into her heart, not in her emotion, in that state. not 

only the cause of pain is perceived, also its basis,  never put 

in her mind response which she thinks it might be, just 

allows that her mind in all its complement relate the image 

to the respective feeling, the location of the feeling, the 

characteristic of the feeling, the justification of the feeling 

of why that feel the pain that feels and the responses come 

alone, answers emerge, are totally independent of each 

other, some give a dual response from theoretical 

understanding, in others, the compression was felt in the 

heart, they were a no longer repetition of theories from 

others people's analysis; she discovered feelings that she 

would never believe carried herself, what just seeing them 

freed her from the burden,  other feelings indicated her 

personal rites which had to be applied to transform wrong 

emotions. Everything was achieved by applying the 

techniques of three authors from different cultures and eras, 

whose knowledge focused on the same background, 

“Awakening Consciousness”, awakening in the astral, to 

joining with our particular being as the only existential goal, 

not the following anyone, develop intuition with the vowel 

O or focusing on the heart, as the only faculty which  has 
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been permitted,  because in her memory it was recorded that 

coveting powers is as detrimental to the current human 

condition as wish money. 

She for many years tried to understand her approach of her 

favourite authors with respect to what it means to “Wake 

up”, according to them it was a work of constant 

transformation, it is not to follow or believe what others say, 

it is not to change habits mechanically, no is to stop doing, 

if not to leave being, which is only achieved by acquiring 

understanding and that she understood it in the paragraphs, 

“Everyone who wants to reach a wish and does not turn to 

you, they want that their wishes fly without a soul” it refers 

to the scoop of love which unfolds in the mysteries of this 

plane and other planes, planes of the creator being.  

So too, she tried to live in that constant struggle to achieve 

the experience of that phrase “Watch over the mind like a 

cat that lurks the mouse”,  gradually experienced astral , 

lived the reality that according to how lives the moments of 

the day, it is going to equal after of the dream, moments of 

observation and self-conscious study had repercussion 

positive in the astral, so  gave credit of this dimension since  

received fleeting teachings, more if her day was caught by 

her mental storm and emotional all lucidity was lost and 

dreams were just that dreams. 

In that Awakening as a constant transformation,  learns to 

see the complexity that is unleashed by wanting to deny 
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herself, accept the creator, feel it in the heart, recover those 

lost values, it is a work that she compared  as when an 

anthill is broken down, the defects would give the fight and 

experience as the tenacity and will is tested  to not give in 

to the whim of the ego, to pray without hesitation or rest, 

how many moments of confusion in emotions that she 

thought she had already understood, emotions that have 

many facets to be analysed, psychological ants which  she 

never thought  carried inside, hatred against the creator, 

diseases that seem incurable, fanaticism, but also when on 

those occasions  managed to overcome and experience 

harmony with herself and with her environment, These 

positive results it was food for her soul, food that guided her 

to create her own practices, which required applying at the 

time, her own instructional guide either for herself or for 

others, but they go out from her, her own discipline,  was 

not a being of conscience continues neither in the physical 

nor in the astral, but  did know from the age of four that 

wanted to live where there is happiness and  it has been 

looking it for since then. She is aware that in front her 

creator  is only an aspirant to spirituality, to spiritual 

channelling,  knows that there is a long way to go only yes 

or yes with the guidance and will of her inner father and she 

does not want to lose the goal, because  has observed in 

many who manage to see beyond the five senses and they 

go from seeing white where there is only darkness and 

fooling herself is what  would like to avoid. 
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HER FIRST ANALYSIS 

 

She alone in her room driven by anger towards her parents 

wanted to experience the existence of a supreme being 

inside each man, she was atheist or did not resonate with 

churches and religious concepts bothered her too much. 

That day she felt trapped in her feelings, decided to follow 

the psychological guidelines taught by her friend from high 

school. For the first time,  she entered into herself, in mental 

silence,  asked herself about the anger felt, the answers were 

immediate and clear, she was surprised to find feelings of 

which had she never imagined, to feel pain for her mother's 

suffering for guilty of her father,  lack of respect towards 

her mother;  the father's poor life prospects, pained her. She 

found a feeling of attachment towards her parents, never 

thought  felt something for them; according to the received 

guidelines from her friend, each response had to apply 

another dual response, but that, consistent with the 

approach of Christ thinking, that thought that indicates 

respect for free will, a free will which is affirmed for that 

doctrine, institution   she knew since her 15 years, a doctrine 

which for the majority of the common was totally unknown 

in all her country, "free will is an untouchable right even by 

Christ himself", each one lives according to their 

conscience, when there is consciousness this resounds and 

calms the demons of oneself and of others; applying the 
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dual thinking, so She said to herself  "what internal burden 

parents carry that does not allow them to flow or have 

motivations to make changes."  

Behind each of these phrases and others, her mind reacted 

by saying, "this is written, you repeat like parrot some 

words of a book, you do not know it¡ do you it?", and a 

heaviness emotional accompanied her doubts; for a moment 

she stopped in that flow of questions and dual responses, to 

observe that it made her so heavy, so heavy in her 

diaphragm, she leaves her mind in silence puts all her 

attention in that heaviness, from that moment  learned to 

identify that fear, also a pain, anger was located at the height 

of her stomach and often accompanied by a cold, but at that 

time also she identified,  what heaviness was the emotional 

feeling of those mental responses of resistance, which they 

repeated her that duality is illogical, the resistance affected 

the emotion crying out "I do not understand free will", 

because the free will was surrounded by too many reactions 

that were difficult to bear, but then  it was strange to feel 

the answer which came in her heart, an answer that simply 

arrived,  which she suddenly reaction  open her eyes, "there 

is a difference between defending without assaulting 

neither initiating lawsuits and when the conscience is active 

the strength remains to sustain itself in the own change,  

because with conscience comes to the control of life". It was 

her first intelligent phrase that she had heard from herself,  

didn't know how, but her heart understood and felt these 

words. 
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With the questions clarified, the last step of the guidelines, 

was invoked, to asked the internal creator, her internal 

mother, but at that moment she felt that she was asking the 

air, without faith,  where is that woman? her mind 

questioned, with a sarcastic mental laugh, and other part of 

she thought, "but she continues" and she said herself 

"Mother of mine removes from me, everything which 

causes me pain against my earthly father" Now not only 

opened her eyes, sat immediately on her bed watching the 

calm she felt, surprisingly all negative information was 

erased, not the reality of her existence she remembered 

perfectly, but her feelings were peace and total tranquillity 

arose, only thought  " God exists "and just at that moment 

her father entered at house, through the window of the room 

she saw him enter and from there  looked at him surprised 

to see him pass by as if he were another brother of the earth, 

she saw to walk the body of a soul who is in his process, the 

pain of father did not exist, but yes, the understanding that 

his world belonged only to him, no one had the right to 

mould him, because the limit that he should not cross was 

placed by every person around him, the solution was she 

self should be moulded, not her father 
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INTROSPECTION TO HER CHILDHOOD 

 

The girl baby saw a dead man inside a coffin, there was a 

dog side him, died too, the baby knew in her heart that they 

died together and the cause was electricity. After that 

experience, her mind entered a long empty space until early 

childhood, the memory recovered pictures and stopped in 

her three years old, a day calm and sunshine, its perfect the 

memory, of that laugh while run behind the bicycle wheel, 

while the girl made it roll with a small stick, her short dress 

was part of her happiness.  Her path finished in front of him, 

who was a young man, she just looked in his eyes, her mind 

was completely quiet, nothing thought. 

Her mind recognized that person, but new impressions 

arrived her, all it was unknown, his words, his movements, 

his kind of play, Her mind was braking it seemed like a 

koan, without answer, two feelings were discovered when 

analyzing that memory,  fear and then pain, after that, her 

subconscious had never found the calm and laugh. In the 

projection of memory, she did not find for long years the 

calm and that laughter of joy and happiness; only for a long 

time, her feelings viewed grey life, then the chain of 

reaction has appeared, as  paralysis and silence before the 

calamity, she concludes in the analysis of all her memories 

a brain that can learn easy but  forgets very fast, in her 

adolescence,  feelings turned hardest because  the 

environment  taught her that her past was not normal, at 
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school events she gathers, she finds how her classmates 

played, they achieved good grades, made friends, as well as 

other classmates, were with less condition than her, even 

with less harmony in their lives. It was clear, in what 

childhood vibration was she born? Thus new feelings 

appeared, in her hindsight, anger and hatred, especially 

against God. Did she wonder why? if there was only one 

life because she had to be born to experience pain, "why 

couldn't I have the support of my parents", she said to 

herself and remembered another scene from that day of the 

tire wheel, in which she was deceived by playing, Her 

mother's blows in response to pain and confusion, while she 

thought, what did I do? I was only three years old, she 

thought, why god, why. 

Healing the present, her mind continued revising the past 

and Jumped to music school at age eleven, received music 

theory, the music had replaced the secondary studies, it was 

her second positive emotions, to sing, Play popular, 

classical guitar and  Solfeo, everything was studied at the 

same time, she was a good student but not the best due to 

her brain and heart had been wrapped in these painful 

Mental memories, a girl without a will, she discovered her 

passions but she unknown that the life requires to have 

goals, she is very weak, without attention, very shy, without 

self-esteem, nothing to push her to change her life, 

visualizing that scene, she perceives that she knew about 

her disadvantages compared to others, at that time, she did 

not have clear what was it? And why? 
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The secondary studies were resumed into her memory,  at 

the fifteen years old, her capacity to learn improved, she 

was one of the best, the languages were her skill but 

something continued against of her, something was 

uncomfortable, her mind paused to try to perceive the cause 

of that nonconformity, in silence toured that space of time, 

the answer came, her physical appearance! she still seems a 

boy, too much thin, the hair curly with the style of man, her 

clothes did not help her at all, her back is hunched as 

wanting to express she did not like what shaped her life 

including the burden of her inner world, also something was 

wrong with her brain. 

Her eyes slowly opened in the reality again, it was her first 

confrontation with the past, there were many events 

perceived, many explanations, for her present, but at that 

moment she feels rare, was not nice, she understood that the 

process must be continued,   have to forget herself and 

accept the past. After the regression, it was easier for her to 

go outside at the street and see the men from the waist up. 

 

 

 

 

 


